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On TroductiVO Knowledge and Levels of Questions

Abstract 4.

r, .

"The paper is concerned with the. effects of asking students questions at

different revels of cognitive comnlexity during learning. The first section
.er)

reviewed taxonomies, of question level4and,pointed out their cdeficiencies as

research tools;'the'7CCond section..reviewed research on leels of questions.
LI"

It vas shown tha :higher level questions can have facilitative effectg on

both reproductive., d.productivp knOWledge, but that the conditions under.

which.suclicfnjilitat on occurs are not well understood'. The third section,

outlines an information processing
y

model orliiiman cognition that can, account

for question level effects and that serV,eis to ,integrate previous researcl on

question level and to'to provide direction for, future research in this a

O
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An Productive Knowledge an'd Levels o'f Questions

A

Thomas Andre

Iowa State University'

Educators clearly believe the of questions teachers ask are

'important. The first series of lettures on teaching methods offered at

I

Cambridge devoted considerable attention to the_art of examining (Fitch,

1879). Most teaching method books since have discussed- questioning tech-
,

,-4,

niquesle.g, Burton, 1962; Holley,/1923; .Hough, et al., 1-970; J,ancelot, 1929;

Millen 1922; Otto, et al.', 1960; Ru[ediger, 1932;,ShiPley, 102; Thomas, 1927).

Teacher training programs dutifully introduce prospective teachers to the

varieties and vagaries of questjeon-asking and exhort. teachers to ask

questions lhatrcquire thinking. Recent critics of American Education

havecondemned the qUeStion procedures of thetypical teacher,(Holt, 1964).,

Despite a century of pirletyzing for higher-level AueStions, the.effeces

of questions on student Learning are hot, well known. Empirical'research,

eXaMiniM the effects of different typeS'of questions on achievement has been

rare. T e conditions under which:questions influence learning and reteiltion

14 : cr

remain unexamined and Unspecified. Although various typologies haVe been
,

proPosed, ne..generar*taxonomy'of questions that meets criteria of inclusive,'
-4

ness and operatianality has been_widely'accepted. Given this state of affairs,

educatiOn(lclaims, f for the goodness of higher-leVel question i-eiria,ip wish,
.., . f.

fulfilling myths.

icurrpnt psychological deas about the
-
ievel, ,of'.It might'be argued that

. . . .
, .

depth of proVessing.of infOrmati.on (Anderson, .1970; ,Craik.,4 Lockhart, ,1972),
.. ,

provide empirical support'for a level-of-qUestion.effect. ,Clearly research,

on depth of progessing_has-Shliwn thatY within. the types, of processing that'
- . *ii

,
..- .,

have.,h,en varied,' a deeper level of ProcesSingproduces.better retention.

,s_.

\
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flowever,,Such research:provides at best, circumstantial evidence fora level

cif-'46eStion effect. In all Of the level of processing litei;ature,comparisons

have been made betWeen very primitive levels oil processing and processing

. information for meaning. Learning in subjects who are asked to rate son-
.

'. ..tvlees for pronoUnciability or imagery might be compared, for example. .1w
t

general, this research.haS found thati.the more the i'nformatio is processed
1 .

for meaning, the better it, is retained.. But the verballearnidg-Memory research

has not compared different levels of semantic-processing and it is this
., .

,.,

e , .

latter comparison that is central to the-levels of'questionS effett as vir---

tually all questions that would be educationally relevant would involve some

processing of meaning. The educators! belief that different levels of clues,

tions differentially influence learning is,based on thebelief that. processing

more -or -less deeply for meaning will produce differential effects on learning..

and retention. This latter issue has not been examined in the verbal learning

memory research.

,

/
The,overriding purpose of this paper is to deal witthe question: What

are the effects on learning of different levels of que _ions asked during

instruction? From this perspective the questionis seen as a potential instruc.-

/5- tional tool that can'be manipulated by a teacher or instructional designer inF
ir

order to produce certain learning outcomes. 'The paperis-conceptuaItzed. as a'

status report"On what is known about questions as an instructional tool: It
,..,

.

is hoped ) that the paper will provide 00 overview of current knowledge and a

set of guidelines for future research on the instructional use of 'questions,

The paper is divided into three major sections. 'In the first section

,

various proposed,typolOgies of questions are-described. Thepurposc is to
-

iclentify,fho dimensions along which questions may vary and to describe both,,

the utility and inadequacies of current typologies. 'It, is argued that an.

.instructOnally useful taxonomy must be based upon consideration-of the empirical

L.)



effecf:,s of'questions and that develOpment of such a taxonomy is a fundamental

goal of research On-levels of questions..

In the second section the limited research

'reviewed. Theintentioti' is to ,integrate. what is

on levels questions 191

known and not known about

the effects,of asking different types of qUestions..during instruction. Both
.

deficiencies in' the existing .studies and promising dirodtions for future

regearch are indicated.-

Finally,,th'e third section briefly presents'ato information-processing
4

model'o,f knowledge acquisition, and attempts to relate question-level. effects-
4

to'the model. -Basicall'y the model holds that questions:sinflUence the nature

of the memory repr6sedtations formed dui-ing instruction and that the 'memory

representation controls.theway in which stored knowledge can be used.
.

$4me Definitions .
.

,..

N

) .:.
As used 'in.the'present context, 1,NUe§tion is a 7direction to a tear?

1 .

to examine instructional mateiial or his menlory of it and to produce some
1

,response. Unde,r this.conceptioh,.both the statements, "Memorize this poem'

,,,
1 j,..

and recite in to me from'Memork." and, "What is'the capital of Iowa?" would
lor:.

. _.---7."

k,,be considered questioris. .This conception of, questions is necessary because
.. ,'

..::directive statements 'OxperatiVes) and, formal interrogatory sentences refer
,

'....

to
.

eqUiyalent c nitive And behavioral activities. There is little difference,A

for example, in TAlg "Who killed Cock Robin?" and ying "'Memorize the name
4,

of Cock Robin's assassin and tell me it when I say Cock Robin." The latter

is net a forthal question but would be included wit41n the subject matter of,
%this

-review. Tlie .questtons considered, herein, are relatively, limited in scope

Thus Differences between inquiry, discovery, -.and expository teaching

considered in this Paper. Ather the, paper is concerned with the inst tional

effects of asking students to.make relatively short responses in the process

/
of acquirin genew information, skills, and knowledge:



4

le:terms 4ognition, cognilive process, Mental process, and thought

process.are,used so Oat loosely and synonymously. They refer to the set

of mental Aeps (i. ". program) that must be performed in order to make X----

.tespopse. Thus they represent loose terms for the mental operations a
\

an carries out, in answering questions, or engaging in cognition.,

J Level,oequesqon refers to the nature of 'cognitive processing required

to answer a qubstion, A*question may ask a learner to repeat or recognize

som information exactly as it was.presented in instruction, Such a question
, I .

is typically referred to as a knowledge,.factual, or vertiAim question.

Factual:questions ire believed to involve less complex cognitive processing

than questions requiring more than direct memory (Briggs 4 Reed,,1943;

English; Welborn & Killian, .1934;'Ausubel, 1963; Anderson, 1972) Questions

. that require more than simple direct memory are believed to invol e more

complex cognitive processing. Describing the nature of such more- han-memory

(higher-level) questions has been difficult, although a var ety of question
. _

classification schemes have been proposed.

Taxonomies of Questions

Substance Questions.'

In one early classification scheme, Briggs and Reed (1943) and English,

.et ual (1934), distinguished between, substance and factual questions. Factual

questions could-be ,a Bred on the basis of one text sentence; substance ques-

tions required-a.learner to combine

ti

information from more'than one sentence of

he instItiction. While this seheme Kad the advantage of objettivity, in prac-

ice it failedth discriminate. high and loW leyel questions. Given the "text,-

'The ball is red. The ball is round.",. The:Auestion, "What:is red and round?"
.

.

, \
ould be clasSil.iU as substance even though it.intuitively seems fairly factual

The problem with Briggs,and Reed's and English, etal's scheme is that separate

nominal sentences may be
(,

/

combined into oneunderlying proposition when they
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are read., Kintsch (1974) aii'Greeno and Noreen (1974) have Presented

/evidence that mature readers normally combine sentences this way.

Meaningful Questions 4

Ausubel (1963, 1968) distinguiShed betweeh rote and meaningful learning.

. Rote learning involved memorization of material in a Verbatim form. No attempt

was made to relate the new information-to previous eimeriences. Meaningful

learning involved non-arbitrarily relating to-be-learned information to

previous knowledge.' Knowledge was contained in a hierarchically organized

cognitive structure; neW,knowledge.wds meaningfully'learned when its place

in the cognitive structure was determined and.it was subsumed into the struc-

ture. Unfortunaely, Ausubel failed to' provide objective guidelines for the

gegkeration of meaningful or rote questions. In fact, in much of his research

on supposedly meaningful learning, the questionS used seem to have been pri- .

marily factual (Ausubel & Blake, 1958; Ausubel-42Robbins;& Bla

- Ausubel, Mager & Gaite, 1968; 1969).

Taxonom of 'Educational Ob ectiVes: Cognitive Domain

A variety of more complex classification Schemes have been proN...5ed. The

best known is probably the Taxonomy of Educational Obiectives: Cognitive

) Domain, developed by Bloom and his associates (Bloom, Engelhart, Furst, Hill,

and Krathwohl, 1956). This Taxonomy described six general classes of behavior

- that might resurt from instruction: The six classes were:

KnoWle ge .:This class esentially involved repetition of information in

the form was*Presented. This kind of behavior is called for in. what I have

labeled factual questions.

Comprehension: This class essentially involved recognition or-production

of some paraphrase of material presented in ,instruction.

Application: This,class involved use of presented information in some

new situation. It could include recognizing new examples of a concept or

us.ink a principle'in a problem. solving situation.
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Analysisk, Behaviors in this class involve taking a.given situation, and

decomposing that situation into its component parts and their relationships.
F.

TApically this involves using some previously taught. scheme to decompose the'

whole., For example, the student ma,'Y'be told to analyze a short story. He

would produce description
1s

of the main characters, minor characters,, plot,
A -

theme, andliterary style.
't

Synthesis: Behaviorg in this .Class involVe pcoduction of some product

.

given filppropriate elements. Writing a'short storymight..be an example.

Evaluation: This, category of behavior involves judgMents about the value

of information, concepts, ideas, relative to sbme goal or- purpose.

ated is such general terms, the' classes may not seem particularly use-

ful. VoweVer, Bloom et al identified subclasses within each general class

'and gave examples of each type of behavior. The.comprehOsion class, for

exampte,--was divi-dedinto: .trinsTatIon-&pre-Sented-taterial, i rprethtIbbT------

of presented material, and extrapolation from presented. material. However,

4

there was no empirical verification of th cat gories and no attempt to demon-

strate tharthe cognitive processes; presumed to operate at each level were

psychologically as well as logically distinct.

-'The taxonomic levels were assumed to be hierarchical; cognitions at the

higher levels,presupposed the ability to carrykout lower. Jevel cognitions; one

could not comprehend specific content unless one knew it, etc. The levels of
(

the taxonomy varied only along a dimension of complexity. However, Nhdaus,
`,

Woods, and Nuttail (1973) examinedthe hierarchical nature of the Taxonomy and

concluded that the hierarchical structure was queStionable and that i)erformance

on each of the levels strongly reflected-general ability.
e

Despite.their detailed elaboration and wide use, the Bloom et al Taxonomy,

anW.ethers based on it', are not satisfactory classification schemes.. One

il , -

jproblem is that the'distinction between the categories tends to become

...,,



blurred in practices: Consider the ollowi.ng: a student is given a vertl
AP

des'cription in which a cat is..givena fOod'pellet ever* fourth time the cat'

presses a lever. He.is asked a mdltiple-choice iuestioh aboUt the schedule

of reinforcement. The correct..answer is fixedi ratio sqledUle. This'qUestion
r 1

,might be clb.SsifieCt at the` application level as it is asking the student to
4

.recognize'an.example of a presented concept. HowevQr,7Af the example was

presented to the-stp4ent dUring-instruction, 116-1 thequestion-is factual orb\

, .

sat the ,Isnowledge.level .in the Taxonomy. Bloom et al (1956) recognized this_,
_

is-
L

relationship behween the level of a question and the instruction material,

but many, uAts of the Taxonomy have not. More seriously, assuming an'unfaMi-
4 7 i

liar example, the oestionsabove'couldAdsd conceivably be classified at the

analysis leVel, is not the Student asked to identify the elements of the
,

reinforcement sitUation'ad their relationships, to determine, the nature o

_reinforcementl_Viany questions-sotdefy_unique / clasSificatidh within-the

Taxonomy,

. 4

, .

The basic problem with Ta onomy-like schemes is(thai the procedures-for,

assigning. questions to a-level are not sufficiently detailed 'to be entirely-
(

objective. Assignment-of a question to a level very often requireS.a professional,,

judgment, d there is little evidenceon the reliability of such judgments.

Evidence from classoom-observationl studies su ests that interiudge.relia-
t

bilities, tend, tee moderate (Dunkin ET Biddle, 1974). However, such studies

have examine only the reliability of-classification of questions that teachers

actually ash, not the classification reliability of all possible quesons:
_ .. .

Since teachers': questions are predominately Tactual the feliabiiities mayliot

he representative for clasSifications of higher level questions. One se-.

quente of this laCk of, detailed rules for assigning questions is the di

in writing questions to match 4particular level. ,No operational, that
- .

unambiguous :and' mechanical, rules exist that would. allow' researchers (am

-teachers!) 'to:Write questions fot a given level.

icul ty



Structure of Intellect

8

The probloth of Classifying questions'is equivalent to the general problem

of cognitive behaviox. Any taxonbmy;df bogdition can be.used to

classify questions. One i,q,L..1fitial taxonomy of cognitive behaviors is des-

cribed by Guilford's Structure of Intellect model (1966, 1967). Guilfoid's

model aiffel...s from f!- ';"bloom Taxonomy ,in:tvArmajor respects. ,First the SOI.),
0,/model postuIates/,,,Aat cognitions differ in three dimensions (contents, pro-, ,

ducts, and operations) instead of the single dimension foMplexity. ,

Secondly,; even though ldgically derived, the model enjoys some empirical support

from the factor analytic studies of Guilford and others (Guilford, 1 67).

According o the model, an intellectual activity
or cognition can be carried,1

onef four contents: figural (imaginal, spatial), syndic,
,...

or behavioral. The activity can involve one of five..types of operations.(orV
pracesses44

cagnition--;-memory,.-diVergent-production, convergent 'prodUtion,
.

,
' -/and evaluation, and can result in one of.six types of end'products: units,

classes, relations, systehis, transformations and implications. ,The resultant.

three diMens4onal array yields 120 hypothesized mental abilities... Since the

Guilford model is well known, its further elaberation is not necessary here:

Frdm the present perspective the,value of the SOI modeliS that one could pre-.

sumably writeLquestions that would eng4e a given mental ability. Thus, the

model could serve as a question' taxonomy.

- Aschner and Gallagher (Aschner, et al 1965 GEllagher, 1965) attempted

develop a .classification system based_on Guilford's;mOdel and to use it to

study teacher's in-class question's. Gallagher 965) reported considerable
.

.

difficulty in classifying questiOns reliably within tht categories and

Dunkin and Biddle (1974) characterized the reliability of-question
,cation instruments baSed on GuilfordrSstheme as weaker than'those based on. ,

Bloom's: One practical difficulty may b that questIons'typically asked by

teachers call"into play several. mental operations and; abilities. If so,

r
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i

uniqe classificptijon of questions into one of the 120 categories would be

impossible. Thus, like th'e Bloom Taxonomy..., nogehemd bad on Guilford's,:

model unambiguously mapS questions to categories.

Conditions of LearninCrypology

Gagne's hierarchy of types of learning (Gagne, 1970),ha relevance for

tho problem of,C;lassifying questAAs-t/pAgne's chMe.clistingUished between

eight types of learning: signal learning, stimulus-Asponse learning,'Chaining °

verbal association, discriMinatiOn learning, concept learning, principle
-_,

learning, and problqi-Solving. These type's eflearning differ in the.conditions-
,

. ,. .

. .

. .

y ... .
.

.
. .

necessary.for them to occur. Such conditions were identified.by examining the
0

experimqntaT paradigms in which the various'types of learning, had been studied.

Since Gagnes scAeMe'is well known it will not" be described in greatOr detail

here.

Hypothetically, it would be possible. to write questions to assess differ-_
_ _

eqt types of4learning. Clearly, it would be possible to wrilea-qdatiori-to'___

.assess a learner's abilifftoMake a.discriminationor to recognize a new

instanieof'a concept.- Thus, a questiOh taxonomy - scheme based on Gagne's

model--would have certain advantages. Thet:factrthat levels in Gagnet's model

are defined in terms of thoenvironmental conditions df learning mighle be

helpful in developing objectiVe criteria inclassifying questions. In addition,

it, would be possible to relate instructional questions to Vie expected
y:

conies of :the. instructional 'system, since the,Gagnmodel presumably.: encompasses

,the universe'of coghitive inStructionaloutcomeS: Some diSadvahtages of the
1

Gagne model are that 'Ome types ofquestions that do not readily fit within'the
_

models ea:, questions Bloom would call evaluative,for4XamPle..' A1SO it does

V
not seem possiblq to write questions for the simplest levels in'Gagne's hierarchy.,

Although the author is' Unaware of any classification scheme that makes

, use. of Gagnr's full. model, a Classification scheme proposed by Andorsdn' (1972)

tatteMptq to openationalize at eaSt two of Gagne's categories,' Anderson (4972)
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4t

10

discussed the Pi.911104 measuring student comprehension and presented a

pOSiblC classI ifiCation scheme o*- items used to, assess-comprehension.','4 t:

,

-Anderson argued- that the firs't.fac.t6r-te be considered in determining Ithe
, . .

.

4

classificativ of questions,ivas the relationship'between the' question and theN .--,
.

.

- .

\ .

Ypres
. ,

nte;6.i instructional mater,idl, Questions could be presented in,2ipither'
,

.. . %
9

.
,

`4 - the same lexical form as in the original instruction (verbatim questions).

::-'27 1 .( . . .
-..

Anderson argued thator 0 a changed lexicalN.forM (paraphfased questions).
0

! verbatim questions could-often h.o answered- without the student understanding

tbemaieliial.° Verbatim (luj'stions correspond tjtwhat I have calle4e.factual
. _\ questions and,wculd correspond 1.Vagne's ve rbal asS'o_C.A.ationlearning. Para-(

phrasedvgilestipns involved chapgirt the contr

pies'entinl, the quo's:0.On) Bormi4 .0.9270) made similar'distinction, Anderson

clearly recognized that the verbatim- paraphrased distinction formed a continuum,

wcki;ds of the instruction'in.

any given question4ias near and distant paraphrases: Anderson argued, however,

that a,eorrect answer to any paraphrased-questfeii ensures that 'the' student has

proct.*;s:ed the meaning ofsthepresentedinformation. In Anderson's words,

ans6ring aparaphrasedi question pre,supposes "semantic encoding:".

u,tha Q.(30poeoncepts and principles 'it was possibleAnderson further argueA

to write application questions. Such npplitation questions regtcired the stu-

dcmt: tofrecognize unfamiliax new 6xamples of Concepts or to use the principle

to solve an/unfamiliar prohleM. Only if a student could answer such quWiOns

2,- could he be slid to understand the concept or principle (Anderson,-1932;

Anderson 6 Faust, 1973, Chap, 10). Gagne (1970) presents similar al-Turnouts.

Within its limited universe of ;ipplicabilty, Anderson's classification(

seherli seems to provide an objective means of categorlilig questions. lt is

certainly po';!;lhic to ''objectively determipe whether content wordy, ne repeated

both in instruction and i

4
n questions. Similarly, it is possible to.tell if

an example or problem used in an application quest ion was also used in the

ine:tructional materials. Estimates of the- closeness of instructional and

ti

k

ti
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test-item examples can be empirically determined, (e.g., Anderson, 1973)4

This makes Anderson's scheme very useful for many, research purposes. The

major fault of Anderson's scheme is that it does not encompass many of the

seDfingly wide varieties of questions.
P

Questions at BlObm's et al analytical

synthetic, or evaluative levels ar not included, for example. Certainly

these levels appear to represent important behaviors that might result from

.'instruction.- In irness, it should be noted that Anderson's scheme, was'

developed. in the ontext of a paper describing means'for-assessing compreh6sion

of concepts and principles, not'as a universal scheme for representing instruc-

tional goals or questipins. Its lark of breadth doeS not obscure its valuable

contribution.

Towards an Adequate Taxonomy

This brief overview of question classification schemes should make

suffiently clear that students can he asked to do a bewildering variety

of things with instructional materials. This wide variety makes it difficult

to agree on any particular organization scheme or taxonomy. Thus, while a

wide variety of question taxonomies have been proposed), all seem to suffer

deficiencies of either objectivity or breadth. As will be seen in the next

section, this diversity of taxonomies has led to little continuity between._

various empirical studies of question level.

In general, question taxonomies have been developed on a logical a priori

basis. The taxonomist has postulated one of more dimensions along which ques-

tionssvary and then attempted to develop descriptive categories within those

dimensions. Different taxonomists have eMphasized different dimensions and
1*

thereby produced different taxonomies. such taxonomies have been characterized

by the use of subjective judgment in the classification of questions and have

typically in practice been at best moderately reliable mcans for classifying

questions (Dunkin 6 Biddle, 1974).
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Until some degree of uniformity and agreement is reached on a taxonomy

of question; research on the instructional effects of questions Will remain

fragmented. The development of an agreed upcin taxonomy is extremely impor-

tant Sand has impact beyond the'there description of questions. An adequate

taxonomy of questions would also serve as a taxonomy of learning outconies

and would provide a mechanism for assessing various outcomes of instruction.

One alternative approach to developing a useful taxonomy of questions

might be to attempt to identify as many possible dimensions-along whick

questions may vary and then to use empirical methods to form categories or

clusters of questions. The current overview of question taxonomies suggests

a number of sudi dimensions: complexity of processing,6na,ture of product,

operation, or, content; type of learning involved; and, perhaps, subject matter.

A set of questions differing along such dimensions could be dcieloped and

numerical taxonomy and clustering methods used to form groups of questions.

Such groups could then be used to determine ifthey inifact produce varying

instructional outcomes. That is, the instructional reality of the taxonomic

4

divisions, could be assessed.' Obviously this suggestion envisions a long-term

program of parametric research on questions. Such a program would be both

expensivOt carry out and frought with practical problems. However, until

such research is available, an adequate question taxonomy and an adequate

description of instructional outcomes is not possible.

What would an adequate taxonomy of questions consist of and provide?

Such a taxonomy would have three major features. First, it would provide for

the relatively objective classification of questions and would provide an

objective mechanism by which questions of various types could be constructed.

Hy "objective" is meant that the procedures for classifying questions would

be as oeehanical as possible and would involve a minimum of judgment. Ideally

the procedure for classifying questions (or constructing questions) couldbe

computerized. In the absence of such automation, the interjudge reliabilities:
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for the classification of 4pziestions should be very high. Inherent in.th-is

characteristic is the necessity for the taxonomy -as a whole to be inclusive,

while they individual categories should bg mutually 'exclusive., Any given

instructional by relevant question should be uniquely categori, witt(in. the

, system. Given the ambiguities and complexities of English, it may be-.that

some questions would need to be decomposed into subquestions which could be

uniquely classified or that'context must be used as a clue to the nature of ,

the questions. /Ideally; the procedures for decomposing questions or for

utilizing context would also be mechanical.

Secondly,-in an adequate taxonomy the categories of questions WOuld be ft

shown to have psycholpi,cal and instructional validity. 'Empirical evidence

would be available that the psychological processes involved in answering the

questions and/or the instructional outcomes of asking the question during

learning would differ from other categories of questions. Unless some psycho-

logical or instructional difference between categories can be 'observed,, classi-

ficatiOn of questions into different categories is meaningless. One' conse-

quence of classifying questions by their effects would be that the_taxonomy

would be instructionally useful. Such a taxonomy would indicate what sorts

of instructional outcomes might occur if. xarious types of questions were used

during instruction. The taxonomy should indicate the probable instructional

consequences -orasking varying types of questions during instruction.

Finally, an adequate taxonomy would indicate how questionS relate to

other instructionally relevant variablAs. Such other variables might include

individual difference variables such as age, cognitive style, intelligence,

etc.; and instructionally manipulable variables such as feedback, pacing-,

reinforcement, media, etc. As will be indicated in the subsequent section,

there is evidence that the effect of questions are modified by such variables.
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Currently available taxonomies fall far short of this description of

an adequate taxonomy: Taxonomies such-as Bloomic,. Guilford's and their /deria -

tives are best'tpgarded as heuristic in value. They remain sources of ideas

for ways in which4tuesetions may vary-and:a starting point for research on

'.-cp.iestion taxonomies and the effects of questions on learning. The subsequent

section describes currently available research on the erretts of questions.

The majority of such research has used the taxonomies described above as the

starting point of the investigations.

Empirical Studies of Question Level

Questions may be iiStaiin at least four different situations to guide

student learning. In one situation questions. are used in classroom recita-

tion or discussion.' A second use involves questions inserted in text or

other instructional media. A third use, in some-ways similar to the second,
is

-

involves the questions used on examainations. Finally a fourth situation

involves questions students ask of themselves while studying.

The literature on oral recitation questions has received a number of

excellent reviews recently (Gall, 1970; Dunkin & Biddle, 1974; Rosenschine,

Note -8). In general these reviews have concluded that the degree to which

teachers use higher-level questions has little demonstrated relationship to

student achievement: While this conclusion is discouraging to those who

believe in efficacy of 'higher-level questions, its impact is tempered by

methodological and conceptual problems which,beset such_observational

research. One serious prOblem is that, as' no'ted above, the reliabilities.

with which teacher's questions can he classified are at best 'moderate'

(Dunkin 6 Biddle, 1974, Chap. 8). A second- problem is" that teacliers oral

questions are typically answered by only one student at a time. Anderson

and Faust (1973, Chap. 6) have argued that a requirement for a student to

make a response will not have an instructional effect unless the student

I
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actually makes ,a response. To the extent this generaliszation'is valid, a
il

question in an oral recitation situation provides. benefit to only one pupil

(perhaps with some additional benefit to'those students who respond covertly).

A related prollem is that the classroom research has not typically sepa ted.

the effects of questions on the acquisition of material coveredin ques-
. -

tions and material' not covered by queNtions. As the research blo

indicate, the effect of higher-level questions seems to be specific

concepts, principles 04- ideas covered;by-the questions..:

These problems lead me to conclude 4hat observational research on

.teachers in class questions is not an appropriate vehicle for systematically

Ar\

examining the effects of higher, - level' questions on liudent learning. ''For

this reason, and also because Of the qualityof the recent reviews, this
. .

line of research is natconsidered'further here.

Aiso.not discussed is research on A-6 effect of student generated

questions or examination questions. Th4e areas are excluded because research

-is not,avlilable, although Frase and Schwartzr(1975Yhave initiated some

'

C
interesting research on student generated questions.

The present paper focuses 671 experimentaCsiUdies which use the adjunct

questions technique popularized by Rothkopf (1966). The'adjunct questions

technique involves placing questions'either in, before, or'immediately after

prose passages and asking students to answer luch que tions wh {le studying

the passage. Later students are given a posttest whi May repeat the adjunct

questions and may Also include new questions. When tie adjunct questions are

interspersed in the text, they are often called inser' d cuestions',, I will

adopt that usage here. No special term has evolved fo adjunct questions

massed either before or after a passage. Rothkopf was the first to use

adjunct questions, but most contemporary research on questions derives from

his 1963 and 1966 papers. Earlier work by Germane (1920), Distad (1b27),

Washbourne (1929) and Holmes (1931) did not generate sustained interest and



in fact ,became generally known only afterc 1:.nf interest in-Rothko

work had bloomed:
,

a
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Rothkopf's seminal studies have engendered a large number of experiments

examining adjunct questions. Anderson and Biddle (1975) provide an excellent

review'of this general literature. A less detailed review is.provided in

Faw and)Walfer (1976). Relatively few ofthe adjunct questions studies have

examined question level;,it ts, those studios that are reviewed here. In.the

typical study' examining question level, students are asked to read a passage

and .to 'answer one or more, questions about the,p4ssage-while studying it.

Subjects-in .different groups are ,given questions at different cognitive

levels, the levels being defined and chosen by the experimenter.' After

subj-ects complete the passage they are given a posttest on the passage. In

various studies thiS posttest has contained items asking for factUal recall,

items asking for higher-level processing, or both. ComparisonOf,yerformance

on the posttest has been the variable. of main interest in thisres arch.

Research using the adjunct questions technique to examine qyi stion level

effects can be divided into two classes on the ,basis of the type f posttest.

employed. About half the studies employed a posttest that asked nly for

factual or verbatim recall of the passage. The remaining studies emp ed

a posttest that contained higher-level questions. It is argued beldw that

the first class of study can only vield'results that are of best minor interest

to instructional theory.' .,Ivioreover, it,seems likely that different psychologi-

cal mechanisms are needed to explain question level effects in the two types

of sty dies. For these reasons the two clasSes of studies are discussed

.4
sepaiately..

Studies Using Factual Recall Tests

In an early study Rothkopf and Bisbiscos (1967) varied the nture of the

content material required to answer questions. While not directly concerned

1,
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with the effects of question level, the study was interesting because it

demonstrated thatNuestionS could influence how.the students processed the

materia5s. Some subjects recc&fedquestionS that required proper names or

numbers as answers; other subjects received questions that required either

common words or technical terins as answers; a third and fourth group of

subjects received tither all types 'of questions or no questions respectively.

. . , .

Allgrotips took a posttest containing all qUeStion types afttk- reading._ The

,,

subjects given proper name and.number questions did well on that class of

material on the posttest,.but po&r4y on other material. -.Subjects who received

common and techniCal word adjunct questions, or mixed adjunct questions,

types of posttest,4questions. Rothkopf and Bisbiscos'attributeddid well on all

their finding's to the inflUenee of the questions on the student's attention
7-,

to the material. Subjects who received name and number adjunct questions could

ilimit their attention to material of that type. Subjects who received 'mix d

,question types had to attent to all types of material in the passage, since

"common word questions is a 'broadly defined class.

Frase (1968),demonstrated a similar effect of questions on attention.

At
Erase varied the sl?'ci city of the questions. Consider the following taken/

from Wattgl(1973).i

John is a painter'and is 25 years old. Bill is a carpenter

-and is 64 years old. Sam is a'mechanic and is 30 years old. Ed

is a writer and is 70 years old.

The question "flow old is. John ?" is more specific than "How old were the

men in the story?" Comparing.specific to more general questions, Frase found

that the broader'questions led to poorer posttest performance; a result

seemingly at odds with the Rothkopf and Bisbiscos findings. Watts (1973)

resolved the apparent paradox hy'demonstrating that Frasks broader questions
'N

did not require the student to attend to the associative relationships that

A.,
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were tested on the posttest. On the poAtest, Frase 4ked questions like

"HqW old was John? Hol'sr qld was Sam?" ..Sybjects given the brOaderi posttest

questions did not have to relate names to ages during learning and thus
'

.i.

did pooily on the posttest. When Watts (1973) ,gave fifth graders broad

questions, that forced them to att4nd to posttest relevant relationships,

achieVement was greater than.in4,argroup given-simple .factual.qUestions on

the material. Watts (1973) used broader questions like "Which man is too
/

old for his'job?" Such a question learly

,

Seems higheil level since it

requires the student to make inferences and to coMpare the ages'of the men

to expectations about the amount of labor each job re ires and the physi-

cal condition of the men. (Bloom et al, 1956, would probably classify the

questionxas an evaluation level qUestion..) Unfortunately the Watts (19743)

study does not allow us to properly assess the effects of these higher level.

. questions since the posttest merely tested for factual knowledge. About all

that can b(said is that the higher-level questions led subjects to remember

more facts
i
from the passage.'

4 L

. _ .A similar problem exists in an ingenious sto4.y by Ric,Or s and DiVesta

(1974). Subjects read passages containing a topic sentence that asserted a

general quality about a fictional country called Mallallind three sentences

supported that general assertion. The relationship between the topic

sentence and the supporting sentences was not made explicit. Thetparagtaph

below provides an example.

The southern area of Mala can best be described as a desert.

Rainfall is lesS.than two inches per year. The soilS in the

southern area of Mala are either rocky or sandy. In the summertime

temperatures)lave been recorded as high as 135 degrees in southern

Mala (Rickards 4DiVesta, 1974, p. 355).

Readers of these paragraphs were either Asked rote factual questions which

required repetition of one of the three suppokting sentences, rote idea
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questions which required repetition of thetopic sentence, or meaningful

learning questionS'which required the'iiseof the supporting sentences to

justify-the general assertion. An example of the'lattet.ytpe ofquestion

is "Why can it be said that'Southern Mala is a;desert?"' A fourth group

,received inserted questions that were irrelevant to the passage. When A

questio es were inserted after eery two paragraphs , maningful learning-,

'questions led to superior performance; however, this effect disappeared when

the questions were asked after ever tfur.paragraphs. PerfoTance in this

case refers to verbatim recall of, the passage. Subjects given meaningful

learning questions recalled-more. ThiAves 't is congruent with Frase

(1968) and Watts (1,973), since in order to answer.the meaningful learning

question the. subject would have had to attend to more of the passage,

having attended to more, he recalled more In ayseries of studieS using

similar methodology, Richards and his aSsociateshave confirmed these basic

results (Richards, 1976a, 1976b; Richards & Hatcher, 1976, Nete 7 ).

Allen (1970) also reported an apparent attentional. effect. Al len com',..!,

pared groups. given either memory level or higher level questions during.

reading. ills posttest appar,ently consisted of factual questions dealing
,

either with material refered to in the memory level or:higher level adjunct

questions. The basic result was that subjects (lid better on questions related

to the information they were asked about in the adjunct questions. This

,result is consistent with the hypothesis that qbestionkserve to focus Ow

students' attention on particular material. Like the FraseA(1268) and

Watts (1973) studies, neither the Richards and DiVesta (1974),nor'Allen (1970)

studies demonstrate any effect for higher leVel qUestions beyond directing

student's attention to more of the information.

A series of studies by Frase and his co-workers made this directed 'attention,

,hypothesiS explicit: Frase (1969a,b, 1970a,b, 1972) had people read

passages that asserted a series of class inclusions. The structure of the
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passage, .was: A is a member of B, B isoa member of is a member of D,
i.

D is a member of E. Heading each passage was an assertion that could either

be prr yen or diproven from the information in the passage. The subjects

were told to reakthe passage and either verify or disprove the assertion.

Later they were asked to recall the passage and to draw any conclusions they'

could from the passage.

Fras varied the level of the to-be-verified assertion. Ali assertion

given in text was the lowest level (Is A member of B?); the next highest

Aevel in olved relating two classes
i

separated by one class (Is A a member

of-C ?) nd so on. Frase predicted that factual recall of the pagsage would

inerea e as the level of to-be-verified assertion increased, but that the

sentences 'rpqped would be those needed-taYerify the given assertion.

liver /the 'Series of studies this'hypotheis was - confirmed.

Frasehad also hoped that.Verifying higher level assertions while study-

ingrweuld lead readers to draW suchAferences during tesiing. This predic-

tion.was weakly confirmed.

during recall was quite lOW across the seriesOf studies , never exceeding,

However, the overall level of inference drawing

115% of the possible inferences%: Additionally, the inferences drawn during

recall tended to be :those ne&P.d to verify-the , adjunct assertion. Similarly,

and Silbiger (1970) led subjett:s_tb. read a greater or lesser number of

text sentences to- solve an adjunct .problem: Subiect,s who read more Of the

s entences remembered more. However their 'increased;retention was specific

to the sentences needed to solt'e the problem.

Two methodologiCal problems may have influencedFrase's results. One

problem involved the directions given to,,readers-en tberecalltests. Frase

simply told subjects-to draw as Many inferences as they could from the

material. Assume a.subject in Frase's experiments wrote: As,i,:ar;g,l3s: Bs are

The inference that'Asnare CsLis obvious, so obviouS,thAii, may have not
.\7 J

been worth the subjects',:effort to'wri,te it in the absence of clear directions

to do so.
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ilrf addition) the S'pecific c -inclusionary relationships used;by

Subjects could have interpretedFrase were not made clearJt his passages.

21

the relationships as equivalence instead of Class-incluSionary relationships.

For. example, one passage asserted that,tX6Fundalas were outcasts. 'What

)

was meant was the Flindalas were one of several tribes of outcasts; but it

wouldbe ea to interpret the passage as asserting that Fundalas is the

nanie given to all outcasts., Griggs,(1974) providesevidence that subjects

did in fact make such interpretation's of matcrials,like Frzie's. Jo the extent

that subjects did assume equivalenCe relationships,jrase's..scoring procedure

underestimated the degree of inference'drawing.

While the extent to whl\.ch these methodologicaPproblemS may have infln-

enced.Frase's data, cannot be ascertained, it should be noted that ether,

researchers have found that subjects have difficulty .correctly drawing the

kinds of class inclusion implications Frase required (Griggs, 19741:

the low levels of'perf9manCe in Frase study may simply reflect the inherent

difficulty ofthetask.

In any caSe'i Erase'S data strongly support the;6 tention that one

effet of higher level.adjunct'questions is to dire,-: students to attend to

more of the material, and, thus, to recall information,directly related to the

information needed to answer. the questions: Such an effect of questions may

he.labeled the difected attention effect. Underlying the directed attention

effect is the principle of least effort. As applied in the present case, the

principle of 1.01.st effort 'suggests that. when students. arc confronted with

more information than they can comfortably assimilatethey will-selectively

attend to those aspects of the.information needed to complete their pereefved

task of 'getting through' the mat6rial..' AdjunCt,aids such as insertedque

tions, serve to .direct the'.,St6dents attention.by altering the nature of his

perceived task. This explanation of the effects OF questions

the directed attention model (DAM).

may be called

I.
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DAM dii,kes It possible to relate the guest on level': iterature discussed

to this point to the general. literature on adjunct-instructional ail t. A

v*
variety of such aids have been shown to have effects. that can be accounted,'

N , ,

e

for by DAM. Four example; Anderson & Faust, (1967) and Anderson, Faust &"

Roderick, ('L968') demonstrated that'a formal prompt in progr mmedAnstructien

could lead students `'not toattend'io associative 'relationships" that'were

tested on the posttest. Subjects-who received th forMal prompt performed

more poorly than-Subjects who did not. This_result is,similar to the Frase

(1968) result involving breath of queStions. Like frase'squeStiOns, Anderson

and FaustlsTrompts served to alter the subject's p rceptiep of his task

. .

.:and limit the material to which,he attended. Similarly Anderson, Kulhavy,.

and Andre (1971)' found that. -when subjectscould examineeedback inprogrammed

instruction_ prior to reading they tendede simply copranswers

into the blanks and not read the frames. The students changed their task

ftpm one of reading frames and generating answers tc? one of reading feedback

and copying it; the presence. of feedback directed student attention'away

from the televantinstructional experience.

, 11
By influencini'attention, adjunct instructional aids can facilitate

performance as well. The positive effects of highlighting,.underlininand

no:tetat(ing on factual learning are easily handled by DAM, as are the facili-

tative effects-of behavioral. objectives on recall of objective-related infer-

mat ion. This analysis suggests that the effects of higher-order questions on

learning ,are not unique; rather higher-order questions aresimply a type of

adjunct 'instructional, aifi. As with all instructional aids, questions which

direct attention, to relevant information enhance performance; questions which

(Meet attention to irrelevant information degrade performance. In the

.research discussed above higher-order questions have generally facilitated.

posttest performance: The questions: havp,hadthis effect by direct.ing attention
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rio more 'information. HWinvattended to more, su
. ,

.order, questions more.

ects. reCeiving higher
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should be noted, that th'e effects of instructional aids including

questions are not-directly causal. Questionsand:'Pther instructional. aids,
,

,
serve as one type of input to a,comOsexihformatiOn processing system--the

reading student. DAM.suggpSts..that questions and other adjunct will

.
. .

.

have maximum effeel wherithe_subj ect.perceives his task to,11t:one of getting

through the instructional materials with a Minimum o.,effort.' Under such

conditions, questions influence the subject by changing what-hp Perceives to

be the minimum task. If however, the subject perceive,s.,his tas1C.to:be one

of learning the maximum amount from.-the material, questions allclether adjunct

aids .M4 not'fhtilitate his performance. If the subject chooses:to at nd .

to and learn. all theinformation'the directed attention effect of:,questionit,

wi-llnot operate: For example, Royer (1969 Note q ) found thdve-qrompting

in programmed instruction did net have-deletrious effectswhen the.subje.GiS:

were highly motivated and atteMOtedtp.learn as much from the program as they:

This .',AriaTysis suggests that quel;tions will have a maxiMum effectpn-,

performance,when the subject is operating under conditions of low, motivation

or abiLity,_(Anderson fl Faust, .L973).

The Naturp.of Attention in DAM:
.

The nature of the attention'refered to wn the directed attention model

should be specified. In psychological usage, atientiPn has many referents

t

, orientation 'to particular stimul4 in a field, processing of, particular-
,

aspects of stimuli, even c=66e.nfrntfon and/or 'aTOusal. In the present :ease,

ntiont,ion refers to particulr aspects of the rvaiiiiig tii!,tenjngl proce5!i.

Rea4ing (listening) is conceptualized as a muliL-st:tged process iwhich involves

..
translating visual (auditory) stimuli intoenCodings eV meanings in the work-

Stager; in the process may inc4ndo: al recognizingiflg memory of the (reader.
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the visual patterns of letters and/or words, translating the visual patterns

to sounds, translating the sound andtbr visual patterns to meaning represen-

tations, constructing structures which encodetheAmeanings of sentences,

paragraphs anavggspageS', rel-Ating new meanings to prior knowledge, etc.

,

Psychological controyersy, has raged over. the precise nature of these stages
'

(Gibson E4 Levin, 1975) The fine distinctiong between the various theorists

are not relevant here, What is relevant is that given a multistate c9jception

of the reading (listening) process, we All define attention as used n the

directed attention model; as.cthe processing of pr sented information o as

j10'
to form a unified mental structure that combin the elements attended

In other words, a studentibas attended ilia a particular portion of an instruc-

tional cbmmunication when he has encoded some aspect de that portion.

0
This conception of attention is necessary to account for the effects of

different levels of qUestionS". To demon ate this, compare the Frase (1968)

and Watts (1973) studies discussed above. Frase found that subjects-given'

more general questions di4 M9re PdOrli on the posttest. Watts. (1973) demon-.

strated,that Frase'sresults were produced Because his more general questions /

!Jed students not to attend to the, particular associations needed for the

posttest., Remember that the subjects'were given short prose paraT which

'contained information like the names and occupations of men. It does not

seem reasonable to me that Watts was,saying.that the subjects simply looked

at only the wor4s_in the passage that refered to Occupations when given a
,

question' like: What were the. occupations of the men in the story? The other

words in the pasSage had to be ldoked at, if for no other reason, than simply

to identify which words were occupation w d . By attributing the poorer

performance of the general question directed attention, 'Watts was

arguing that the subjects in the ge eral question group failed to construct

a memory representation, pr encoding, which related the men to their occupa-

tions.

17.

- Rather their memory encoding listed the occupations as a separate "chunk."

,p
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Consideration of the results of other studies of instructional aids

similafly Suggests that the effect of the aid is to lead subjects to construCt-

different encodings of the information. A clear demonstration of how differ-
1

ences in enCoding can influence subsequent test performance is provided by

Andre and SOla'(1976). Andre and Sola had subjects study a list of sentences.

Subjects rec ived either verbatim or paraphrased test questions on each

sentence while studying. When tested with new paraphrase sentences questions

on a posttest the group receiving paraphrased study"questions did better.

Drawing on results reported by Green (1975),. Andre and SOla argued that the

group given verbatim questions tried to memorize the 'sentencesias an indepen-

dent series Of words; they. did not encode the words into a unified cognitive

structure, Th groups given ,paraphrased study questions were led to create

a.unified encoding in order to relate the sentences to the study questions.

In contrast, the,Verbatim group apparently memorized the words in the

sentences as words. Construction of a unified encoding increased performance

on the posttest..
\

This co ception of directed attenticM and encoding can be made more

explicit. What 1 am arguing Is that by directing the reader to particular

kinds of information,.the questions lead the reader to set up a strategy or

program Tor proceSsing the information in the text. Different-questions lead

16 -

to different strategies. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the kinds of strategies

that might be set Up in response to the Prase (l965). and Watts (1973) type

general questions.. In Figure 1, the general question is: ."What are the

occupations of the men in this story?" This question Leads to a reading

strategy in which occupation becomes a key or criteria for selecting infor-

mation for encoding.. As the reader encounters occupational information, he

takes further action upon it by storing it in an "occupation. list." Figure

3 illustrates the kind of encoding that results from-applying the Figure 1
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strategy. In Figure 3 the men's occupations are associated to a retrieval

cue of "occupation of men in story." Of course, this retrieval cue is

context specific in that applies to occupations read about'in a particular

passage in a partioular experimental situation.
1%

Figure 2 illustrates the effects of the Watts (1973) general question:

"Which man is too old for his job?" In respqnse to this question the reader

4 ,

sets up a different set of criteria to:''Sdlect information for encoding aril

encodes more, information. Figure 4 illustrates the kind of structure that

results. In this second encoding, the retrieval'Cue,iS story characters,

associated to thig'cue are the names.of the men and associated to-the names

the

.

men are occupations and_ages. When the subject'is asked to give;

,5,pCific information about specific men, we would be able to do so given

the second encoding (Figure 4), but not the first (Figure 3).

Two qualifications on this description should' be noted. First, the

probability with which - particular' Octupatioil, man's name, or age,'ZiC. is

encoded lessti& unity. ThUs the reader won't encode or remember all

the information related to the question. Obviously the reader's posttest

performance will be reduced by the extent to which his original encoding is

incomplete. One general task for the kind of model being suggested here is

to describe what the probabilities of encoding are under different instruc-

tional conditions.

A second,related qualification is.that the subject may beusing more than

one strategy while reading. In response to the inserted question, 'he may be

keying on and encoding particular kinds of information; but because of his

background and his expectations aart what information is important and

likely to be on a posttest, he may also be attempting to encode other kinds

of inforMation. Certinly most mature readers assess the importance of

'components of texts they read; the sales of highlighters to college students

attest to that fact. Moreover, Duell, (1974j has shown that students do
C j
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remember better what they consider important from .a passage. Since DAM

.assumes that only a finite amount of processing capacity is available to

the reader, the attempt to use multiple strategies will degrade the success

of any given strategy and should lower the probability with which informa-

tion related to a particular strategy is encoded.-

Insert Figures 1, 2, 3, 4 about here

DAM and the Instructional Value of Studies Assessing only Verbatini- Recall

If DAM prOvides a full explanation of the level of question .effect,

then question level does not seem to bean instructionally interesting

variable. It is hardly surprising that information learners pay attention

to (encode) is learned and4etained better than information they do not

attend to (encode). If a higher level question merely directed the reader's

attention to more of the passage, it would be possible to simulate its effect

by askinga greater number of lower level questions. Most educators and
r.

theorists who have dealt with levels of questions would not be comfortable

with that notion. The general belief has been that higher order questions

-e exert a qualitative, not quantitative effect. It has been believed that higher

order questions lead the learner to acquire something else in addition to

simply more.

Unfortunately the designs of studies discussed above have precluded'tho

demonstration of anything except quantitative effects. These studiesclear.ly

fail to distinguish between the learning of a prose passage and learning

from a passgge. In laboratory verbal learning research, subjects are typically

asked to learn arbitrary lists of nonsense or real words. In such experiments,

the list represents the universe of to-be-learned material. Most prose

research has treated prose passages in the same way. Researchers have treated

prose passages as complex word lists; the passage and its words have become
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the material to be learned. The Rickards and DiVesta (1974) study provides

a typical examRle. After ingeniously varying the type of adjunct question,
g

Rickards and DiVesta simply required verbatim recall of the passage. This

type of testing procedure makes .t impossible to demonstrate anything other

than a quantitativeeffbct for higher level questions. When a verbatim

recall or recognition procedure is, used on the posttest, only the quantity

of verbatim recall can be assessed.

While such recall procedures have some theoretical and pedagogical

Iinterest, they also represent a clear misunderstanding of, the instructional

use of prose. When a teacher assigns a passage he seldom regards learning

of the passage as the end of instruction. Rather the teacher expects the

,passage will communicate important ideas that students will employ in the

future. Such ideas may include concepts, principles, skills; or problem-

solving techniques, etc. Regardless of the specific nature of the ideas,

educators want students to le n from passages, not to memorize passages.

From the educator's perspective, a prose passage is a device for altering

the reader's knowledge of the world. Different levels of adjunct questions

may facilitate the ease with which such alterations occur, but studies

which require only verbatim recall will never reveal these effects. Such

effects become apparent only when the reader must demonstrate his knowledge

in a transfer situation (Anderson, 1972).

Studies Assessing More Than Verbatim Recall

Fortunately, a few studies have investigated the role of adjunct questions

in producing transferable knowledge. Although only a handful in number, these

r.
studies demonstrate an effect of higher level questions which DAM cannot

handle.

Anderson (1972) had argued that paraphrased questions induced a higher

level of processing than their verbatim counterparts. Anderson and Biddle (1975)
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attempted to show that paraphrased questions would enhance learning from
carg',9

a prose passage., Over a stries of 4 studies they were unable to show any

d
f,convincing direct facilitative fect of such questions. Andre and Sola

(1976) criticized Anderson an,\ d Biddle's work on two grounds. Anderson

and Biddle's paraphrased adjunct questions were given onlwfter subjects

had read the passage. Used in this way the questions could not induce

subjects to process the information more deeply. In addition, Anderson

and Biddle's posttest was composed 6f questions used in instruction and,

as such, did notrprovide a pure test of their hypothesis.- As noted above,

Andre and Sola (1.976) re able to demonstrate that when adjunct paraphrased

questions could guide semantic encoding of the presented information and when

the posttest measured such semantic encoding of the information, the para-

phrased adjunct questions led to greater performance.

Hunkins (1969) had 6th gradn 'students study over a four week period

social study materials confaininc either "knowledge" level or "evaluative"

level questions. At the end of the period they took a posttest containing

questions af all six of the levels in the. Bloom taxonomy. The only signi-

ficant main effect for treatment questions occurred for evaluative level

questionsstudents who received.evaluative-level questions during instruc-

tion did better on new evaluative questions on the posttest. Type of adjunct

question also entered into two three way interactions with sex and reading

level. Unfortunately, it is difficult to interpret the Hunkins' results

as the paucity of methodological details 'in his report makes it difficult

to know exactly what was done. For example, it is not clear how long the

experimental materials were, how many adjunct questions were used, whether

the same number of factual and adjunct questions were given to the two treatment

questions, whether the adjunct questionwere inserted in the text near the

material that provided answers for them or massed at the end of the sections,
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and whether students received feedback on the questions. In addition, the

materials were used in ongoing classrooms, but the relationship between the

experimental materials, and the ongoing instruction was not made clear. More-

over, Hunkins reports initial interrater reliabilities for the assignment

of adjunct questions to categori3. These are quite low (mean 52.2 %)

suggesting that the treatments were not reliably different. Finally, the

data appear to have been, analyzed incorrectly. Hunkins assigned intact

classes to treatments, but used individuals as the unit of analysis. 'H

the'preper hierarchical analysis been performed, it is unlikely any effects

would have been significant. Given these problems, it is best to regard

the Hunkins results as prov,iding only weak support for a level of questions

effect on higher-order learning. However, Hunkins is to be commended for

attempting to assess-more than simple factual learning.

Perhaps -the; most intriguing study to examine higher order questions is

that of Watts7land Anderson (1971). Watts and Anderson wrote passages which

.

consisted of_brief descriptions of psychological concepts and principles.
T I

Each of five passages contained; (1) an example of a psychological concept

or principle, (2) a verbal statement of the-concept orprinciple, (3) the

name of a psychologist associated with: the principle, and (4) a second

example. Five questions were written for each passage. The Name questions

asked the reader to identify the psychologist associated with the piinciple.

Each of two Repeated Example questions asked the student to recognize one or

. the other of the given examples as an instance of the principle. Two

Application questions asked readers to recognize a new, unfamiliar instance'
4 el

of the concept. Each reader read all five passages. After each passage

appeared one of the five questions. Thus, there were five groups andSubjects-

in each group answered either name, one 'or the other of the twp rppeated

\examples,or one or the other of the two application adjunct questions while

studying the material. Subsequent to reading the passages, each, student
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Completed a test consisting of all 25 questions. The important result was

that the groups asked Application questions during reading performed much

better on new Xpplication questions and About! as 'well on the other types of

questions as did the Name and Repeated Example groups. That is,.the

application questions groups were better able to transfer their knowledge of

the concepts and principles to the new exampleS..

A study by Dapra and Felker (Note 2) supported Watts and Andeicon's (1971)

findings. Dapra and Felker had subjects study materials on basic conditioning

concepts and principles. SubjeCts answered either comprehension or verbatim

questions while studying. Verbatim questions demanded memory of the exact

words in the text; comprehension questions required the subject to understand

a paraphrased version of the message presentett.in the text or to apply the

concept or principle.: These distinctions,were based on the Anderso'n (1972)

pappr. Subjects weregiven two posttests in the.following order: a problem-

solving test containing descriptions of situations' to.which conditioping

prineiples could be applied.and a multiple- choice_ posttest containing new

comprehensibn items followed by verbatim items. The readers given compre-

hension AdjunCt questions.scored higher on the problem solving test, but

did not score higher on the new comprehension multiple-choice items.

Anderson and-Kulhavy (1.972) presented subjects with the definitions of

concepts with whiCh the subjects were unfamiliar. While studying the concepts,

subjects either tried to make up a sentence using the defined concept (word)

or repeated the definition aloud three items. On a posttest that asked subjects

to recognize new instances of concept, subjects who used the concept in a sen
A-

tence perforthedilbetter'than subjects who repeated the concept aloud. Anderson

and Kulhavy argued that using the concepts required the subjects.to semanti-

cally encode the definition and hence be able to use it.'

Tn,a long-term study, McKenzie (1972) had eighth grade students take

A

weekly quizzes that required either recall of given facts or drawing inferences
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about the political interests of groups discussed in the material. After

eight weeks subjects took a posttegt which required recall of facts, new

inferences about the groups considered in the weekly quizzes, and new infer-

ences about groups not previously considered. Type of quiz did not influence

either recall 'of facts or new inferencei about new groups, but did influence

performance on the new inferences about the old groups. Subjects given

inferential quizzes did better than subjects given factual quizzes.

Moore (Note 3) ,reported apparently disconfirmins results. Subjects in

Adore's study were given either verbatim, paraphrased, or application adjunct

uetions while studying.a passage. Control groups received no questions.

and eight days after reading the passage the subjects took tests on the

material. No significant difference between groups were found. However,

Moore's study was designed to test the general facilitatory effects of

'inserted questions predicted from his interpretation of Rothkopf's (1963,

1966) mathemagenic notions. For this reason none of the posttest questions

were directly or indirectly related to the adjunct questions. Most impor-

tantly in the present context, none of the posttest questions asked students
4

to apply the concepts and principles that.had been involved in the adjunct

questions: Moore's data, therefore demonstrate the effect of adjunct applica-

tion questions is specific to the content with which they are concerned. As

Moore (Note 3)noted, such effects are still educationally important if they

facilitate learning of specific concepts and principles.
R.

McConkie, Rayner, and Wilson (19737 attempted to use different levels

4

of, questions to alter the reading strategies of subjects. SubjeCts read

six passages on.diverse topics and,. received 1 of 5 types of queStions while

reading. The 5 question typeS were: .(1) factual questions with word answers,

(2) factual questions with number answers, (3) structure questions, which

involved telling the order of things in the passage or the amount of passage
J.

devoted to stibtopics, (4) far-inference questions, which asked for things

t_S
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.

as the best title for a passage or the authors .purpoSe',in writing the passage,

and (5) recognition questions, which asked students to pick out words and

`phrases from the'article from among a list of distratOrs. Two additionar.,

groups received, one of each type of queStion after:each passage or two par-

ticular-inference questions after each passage. Except for the latter group,

each group received 5 questions after each passage. After completing the

'passage, subjects took a retention test which contained factual word, factual

number, structur, far inference, '-and recognition items. Whether these
,

items 'Were the same those used in thepassage was not°made clear, although

McConkie et al indirectly suggestthat the posttest contained both new and
. ,

repeated items. Type of adjLct question influenced both reading speed and

posttest performance. As McConkie et al suggest the differences in posttest

performance are not easily interpretable. The far inference adjunct questions,

which come closest to the kind ofquestion we have been calling higher order,

sdid not facilitate performance-on far inference posttest questions. Since

McConkie et al imply that the posttest questions and the adjunct questions

referenced at least partially different information, this result may support

the Moore (Note 3) findings.
)

Part of the problem in interpreting McConkie's et al's results is the

ill-defined.nature of the higher-order questions. I don't think it would be

'possible to even quasi-replicate this study froM the information_ given in the

report. One simply could not draw up sets of structure and far inference

questions that would match the characteristics of McConkie's.et.al's questions.

A second problem is that posttest data were analyzed.ueing a repeated measures

ANOVA in which posttest question-type is a within-subjects 'factor. -They report

a significant interaction of Adjunct question type and Posttest questiOn type;

but do not report the simple.main effects of Adjunct question at each level

of Posttest question type. But it is the latter effects thatareof major

interest. From an instructional'viewpoint, it would be important to know if

Liu
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different. types of adjunct'questions make differences in,instructionally
F -

meaningfulkinds of outcome Measures.. The ovrallsignifiCant interation

merely indicates that there may be differenco,of interest within the-data
;

f

but does not isolate them... In-the case where4ostests containlitstruc-

tionallyvmeaningful distinct types of questiOns,'''gep'arate between subjects

Ail4V,ASOn'each questiontype,would probably be more inforMative about 'the

relationship in the data. If the researcher deems. it necessary to use an

overall analysis, an appropriate MANOVA.which would yield univaiiate Fs

would,be a better choice than a repeated measures ANOVA. Doing the latter

analysis without providing follow-up, tests mill typically-produce only

confuSion about the data.

'ShavelsOn, Berliner, Ravitch, and Loeding (1974) compared the effects
;

of higher or lower order questions given before or after the passages that

, . v
answered them. kcontrol group recei NA no questions. Higher order questions

placed aftpir the relevant material tended to produce better performance than
' .

.

,

did other questioft-position combinations. 'However the no-question control
. N

group did about- as well as ttle'higher,order questions group. Differences
.i .

F.:

between oonditionS were not. enerally.significant. A number of problems
-r0 , yy _

:

make clear interpretation ofithis study difficult. The authors indicate that
:,,

the low-level questions were at the knowledge level in Bloonv,et al Taxonomy

and that the higher-order questions were at the comprehension, application,

and analysis levels of the Taxonomy. However, 'the -examples provided in their

article were not obviou0.y at differentlevels and the specific relationship's

between the text and the adjunct questions were not made explicit'. For

example, the authordid not indicate if the knowledge level questions' were

verbatim repetitions of text or involved paraphrasing. More importantly,

the relationhip between the higher order adjunct questiOns and the higher

order transfer questions on the posttest was not made clear. Whether these

tested the same .or different concepts or principles was never made clear.

,S
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rid principles were tested,
/

0 this is only a guess, If the concepts and principles tested were'differ-

ent, then the results support the Moore (1975) study discussed above.

The results o£ these studies suggest that when students are,, given

A

adjuict application questions about concepts and principles, as compared to

adjunct factual questions, their ability to 4se knowledge of ,the concepts.

and principles to recognize new examples or solve problemS involvingthe con-

tepts'and principles isenhanced .(WaCts li'(Andersan,i971; Dapra F, Felker,
,

Note 2) . The e,fectsoythe 'queStions appear to "be specific to the concepts

and principles asked about'in the adjunct questions; the acquisition of other

concepts and principles discussed is not faciliated (Moore, 1975; Shavelson,
=

et al, 1974; McConkie et al, 1973). The effects of other types of higher `

level questions are much less clear.

Some recent results originating in my laboratory raise questions' about

these generalizations, (Andre,, 1,976, Note. 1) In a series of tbree studies

based upon the Watts and Anderson paradigm, I-asked Subjetts to -read prose

parsSage'S explaining psychological concepts and principles and to answer

either.factual,,or application questions while reading. The materials were

the Watts and Anderson (1971) passages plius:additional passages.con-
,

structed to 'match the original materials W*yle and format. Questions were

were placed either before or after the relipant parts of the,passage; hence

,

the basic design was'a 2 (Question Position) ks2 (Question Level) factorial.

Over the three studies, and considering oey the new application items' on

the posttest, the,results were. as follows. In Experiment 1, College student
, j,

subjects given factual questions befor :the relevant.portions of the passage

did best on answering new application questi9ns. In Experiment 2, again'

using college students, no significant differences found ': In4i-priment

3, high school students given factual questions ,--ther ?fare or after the

relevant passage portions did significantly. better on new application items

than did students given application adjunct questions
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These results are inconsistent with each other 'and with the Watts and

Anderson findings', This inconsistency raises questions about tire 'generalize-

bility of the effects of adjunct applicaion questions. The results suggest

that the effects Of questions are,moderated by other variables.

One possible such variable may be difficulty level of ihe adjunct ques-

tions. The absolute,level,of perfOrmance'onthe adjunct queStions was poorer

in the Andre studies than in the Watts and Anderson study. It is reasonable

to suppose that if the stddents-are unable to answer the adjunct questions,

theqUeston.S will not facilitate their performance. In fact, if the adjunct

questions prove particularly difficult. they might reduce overall performance

by increasing.the students frilstratiOn and lowering his motivation. Another
.

'

variable may be 'the ability level of the students. Shavelson et al (1974)

reported-that higher-level questions, had less of an' effect on higher-ability.

students. (Although this pattertl'of interaction does not seem-to be-con-

firmed in the Hunkip's 1969 data.) The college students used in the Andre

Note I research Would ,represent a population selected for ability; thej)igh
,,

school students came from a high school whose,tudents' mean ability leVels

average 'above national norms. Clearly sudh speculations cannot account or

the differences between the Andre Note 1 and Wat and Anderson, ,(1971) results

, However the speculations do suggest that future research on question level

should ekamine possible-trait-treatment interactions. The inconsistencies in

the extant research underscore the:need for subsequent research.,

The importance of theinconSistencits in this research should not be

overrated. Only a very few studies have been performed and only a very,

'limited number of Variables considered. Given the wide differences in method

and prOCedUtt across, studies, such inconsistencies should not be entir

'unexpected.: If, as Vbelieve, questions exert only an indirect influence on

thecitarnerthen'qpestionsmay Weil,lhave different effects on different

:;..

learnerS'in-di,,fferenisituations.: The effects of questions will be:deteiirtinei
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-r

Strategies of the learne;, and,h the,learnerlmmbinesand transforms this

infcitation iritoa perception of hip, task and goalS. Only when.the'con-

figuration of the system is-sudhatthe,questions lead the learner to'

process the materials in.ways be Would not otherwise 'have done will questions
.

.

influence learning and retention and tran.Sfer. The effects of questions will

.

be COnditional on other aspects-of ,the learner's processing system. This
0

view bf.theJearner and of the influence of questions on the leather is

pursued in the section below which proposes a model of learner and his com

prehension/retention/transfer processes.

Higher-Order Effects'fromHigher Leyel Questions

It does seem-clear that,.UnderfipPropriate, but as yet not- fully specifie

conditions application questions ''Gransfer.ta stew

As developecCaboVe, AM does not seem adequate to account fbr this effect.

'tinder DAM4her o er questaOh's had their effect-by leading subjcts to

semantiCallykencOde more of the -information in a pasSage. If. DAM wert'suffi--

. .

cientto account for the transfer effects that have been observed, 'then those

effects could be simulated by asking subject,s several low order questions

-About the passage instead ofasking one higher:Order,questabn..vCm the face
.

of it, it appears difficult toaccount observed transfereficts in

this way.. 'In the

order application

Watts and Anderson (1971) study, for 'example, the ,higher

questions reqUired that subjects make use of the prese

:information in a new way., The questions required that subjects go "beyond

the .1.nforMation-given",,HinBruner' fortunate phrase. How such.An affect

could be duplicated .by asking several factual-queS"tions about the passage is

not-clear, Thus,the NM model is not sufficient to account fOr such higher
,\

order or .transfer effects of inserted higher-Wer questiOnS. .WmodOl Which.

At'

deSigned to ,account for such effeetsIs cescribed in the final section.

beldw, .Before turning to,that description, it isapprorpriate'to note some

general problem with theexistiniesearch n,levels ofAUestions.

-4
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Some Methodological Criticisms

One major problem wit esearch on questidn level lies in the specifica-

tion of the levels of quest onsin1h13vstUdies: Anderson (1972) criticized

educational researchers and journal ed!itors for printing reseT5th reports

which were not replicable because essential features of the materials were

not fully described. The problem still exists. In several of the studies

reviewed herein, essential information such as whether the adjunct questions

were verbatiM or paraphrased, whether the adjunct'questions were repeated

on the po'S-btest, and whether the poSttest tested over concepts and principles

also tested in t s- adjunct questions or on additional Concepts and principles

was simply not given (e.g., Allen, 1970; McConkie, 19A; Shavelson, et al.,

1974)'. Part, of the reason for this ambiguity has been the lack of an agreed

upon system for classifying question's. However, thg lack of a system should

imply that researchers shouldsbe-especially detailed in describing the pro-

cedures by which questions of varioi levels were developed, because a reader

cannot refer back to a system for objectively generating similarrquestions.

A second criticism is that many of the studies failed to provide data

on the subj*Cts' performance on the adjunct questions. Significant exceptions

are the-Anderon and Biddle (1975), Watts and Anderson (1971), and Andre aria

Sola (1976) studies. Holland (1965) demonstrated that answering relatively

easy and relevant questions during instruction could facilitate performance

but that answering difficult but still relevant questions would not. Where

data is available, it'is clear that higher and lower level adjunct questions

do differ on difficulty, Thus, in the absence of data on the subjects per-

formance on the adjunct questions, interpretations of studies varying level

o questions becomes exceedingly tenuous.

A third problem, also noted above, deals with the nature of output or

posttest Measures. Instructional communications could have a number of

potential- outcomes; knowledge gained from such communications could he
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ass ssed in a variety of ways. It.seems appropriate that if levels of adjunct

questions are to be varied in instruction then various levels of questions

should also be assessed on the posttest. StudiXs which rely only on one

output measure, such as factual recall, reveal too little. Virtually all

question level research should use multiple output measures.

Finally, it seems appropriate that investigators interested in the

instructional effects of different levels of questions should devote more

interest to the individual characteristic of the students. Under the model

of the learner informally presented thus far, questions influence the learner

by changing his perception of the task and the strategies he uses to pursue

the perceived task. This conception suggests that,characteristics of sub-

jects that arc related to how they perceive and act in prose learning (read-

ing) situations will also interact with questions. Some evidence for such

interactions was provided by Shavelson, et al. (1974). Like moSt/experimenta-
(

experimenta-

lists, prose learning researchers have for the most part ignored individual

difference variables. The inconsis ncy in results noted herein' suggests that

researchers do so at their peril.

Most of these criticisms relate to the nature of scientific research

and how such research should be reported and described. Good research and

god science begin in careful observation and description. All of the soph-
H.i,:;)

isticated techniques of modern educational research 'are useless without these

.characteristics. Careful observation requires thav'the conditions of a study

be noted as fully as possible. Such conditions include the nature of the

subjects, and the nature of the experimental material;. It behooves researchers

to find out as much as they can about subjects, materials, and so foVth. As

an 'example, how many prose researchers know how many males andfaiales parti-

cipated. in their last study.or what,the reading difficulty level olf the

material was? Careful description requires that such descriptive-data about

t he condi t i ons of the study be reported. lint ess such data is reported i it is
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almost useless to.report the article. Journal editors and reviewers bear
2

a major portion of the responsibility for insuring that such information j

abodt research is available.

The point is not that such data is necessary for understanding a

particular study in isolation. I agree that such information May be irrle-

vant to the hypothesis of a particular study. In fact, the; hypotheses of

an experimental study usually can be tested without knowing such information.

Rather the; oint is that to intelligently relate, compare, and integrate dif-

,

ferent studies investigating similar but different hypotheses with different

°subjects and materials, such descriptive data.is essential. In general,

educatiOnal and psychological, researchers in the pr6se learning area have

done a bad job of reporting such information. Certainly integration of the

level-of-question research would be facilitated if such information were

known.

Towards a Model of Productive Learning From Prose

The purpose of this section is to present a' odel of productive learning.

The model seeks to organize what is known about question level effects and to

describe how information presented in prose is assimilated and stored in

cognitive structure. In its current form, the model is primitive and some-

what speculative. I envision it as a guide for future thinking and research

rather than a complete formal description. Research. on prose learning and

the use of questions in prose has been mostly empirical and non-theoretical

in nature: One value of the proposed model is that it can serve as a theore-

tical guide for futurexesearch in this area; The model is certainly not a

unique contribution on my part as it draws upon ideas-and representations

from a variety of sources. These contributions are noted below. Like most

.current models of-memory, the present model views the learner as a complex

information proceSsilig' system. The. basic structure of the model is illustrated

in Figure. S. The now familiar features of such models: sensory registors,

L.)
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short term memory, an executive, long term memory, etc. are present. These

structural features are highly interrelated, connections are shown between

long term memory and sensory.registor since schemata store in long term

memory may be assessed and used in the pattern-recognition procedure. The

short term memory is conceptualized somewhat differently than in the original

-Waugh and Norman (1965) and Atkinson auctShiffrfn (1968) models. The short

term store is, considered to be the place where currently thought about informa
,

tiou is stored and limits are not placed, as in the Jamesian notion of conscious-
,

ness (James, 1892; see also Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977),upon the nature or

type of information in STM.
C

The model postulates that the human inforMation processing system con-

tinually receives information from sensory receptors and carries out various

proTrams of processing upon such information. The way in which such information

is processed is determined by both the nature of the incoming information and

the, context in which such information is received. Context is used here to6

designate the other information.received along with a specific item of infor-

mation and/or temporally or spatially contiguous or adjacent with such informa-

tion or information retrieved from' memory as a result of such information..

Such'other information can include sensory information received slightly

before the specific item of information' to be processed, internal information

activated in response to incoming information, internal information related

to intentions, beliefs, attitudes, and goals of the information-processor.

A specific example .invelving reading may clarify this notion. Consider

a case where I am reading a section of an encyclopedia in order to obtain

the scientific name of a certain animal.. I look up relection using a common

name I believe correct, but find that I have an article on a related .animal.

In reading this article to discoVer this, 1 find that the article presents

,

he comnxm name or tne animal.it concerns in the first sentence. The second
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sentence contains the scientific name. Other sentences in the article

describe the animal and also include references to other related animals.

In reading these subsequent sentences in the first article, I find I have

the wrong article and turn to a second article in the encyclopedia. While

reading this second article, I, as an information processer,'have several

complexes of information influencing my interpretation of what I am reading.

To illustrate, I am influenced by (1) my intention to find a scientific

name, (2) my previous knowledge of scientific names such that they are often

Latin and italicized, (3) the information about the order-of, information in

the initially read article; I probably expect the scientific name to follow

the common name, (4) my, uncertainty that the common name I have looked up is

correct. In reading the article I will probably scan to find the latinizeA

italized scientific name, and further scan to verify that the animal I am

reading about is the animal I want. Were any of the above items of informa-

tion to change, my processing of the article would change.

The information processing.system is further conceptualized as containing

at least two distinct memory stores, an episodic memory and a so-called

semantic memory (Tulving, 1972).' As Tulving has argued, the episodic memory

contains memories. for the personal strewn of events encountered by the infor-

mation- processes. These memories are organized spatially/temporally; that is

they are tied to places and sequences. Such events are not represented in

this memory in the form-in which they were inptit, rather episodic memory'con-
.-

tains a record of events the system has interpreted (encoded in current

cognitive jargon).

Like Paivio, 'I believe that the system can represent'events either imagin-

ally, that is through the visual information processing systeffi, or verbally

through the auditory information processing system (Paivio, 1969,.1971, 104).

(In fact I would probably go further and suggest that the representation may

he in terms of any sensory feature depending upon the original interpretation
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by the system, bAitthis is not crucial to the development of the model.)

.iThe notiiiin that episodic memory contains stored interpretations is not new

and in a sense represents one problem for the model. One task for model

is%to describe just when incoming information is interpreted enough to be

stored in episodic memory. What I think happens is that the system stores

information that it has made sense of (and Perhaps the notation that some

information was not interpretable). Of course this belief means that I

must describe precisely what "making, sense" is in terms of the model. Since

this problem is not central in the present context of developing an account

of learning through reading, I am going to say that episodic memory contains

a record of stored perceptions and t orarily leave the problem of perception

in the hands,of theorists whose central interest it is (see for example,

Lindsay and Norman (1973). Considerable progress towards an information-

processing account of perception has been made.)

Semantic memory contains the system's abstracted or generalizes) knowledge.

Thecontents of semantic memory are concepts, principles, rules, skills,etc.

that are,broader'than specific episodes. Under, the present model semantic

memory is broader than what many theorists ha e held to be,Semantic memory.

It is the repository of the knowledge that makes comprehension of input, not

simply linguistic input, possible. This conception is congruent'with recent

descriptions of semantic memory (Anderson, 1977, Rumelhart Ontony, 1977).

Specifying the nature of the content of semantic, memory has been a pro,-

.blem to which cognitive psychology has devoted considerable attention. A

number of different models of semantic memory have been proposed (Anderson

C, Bower, 1973;'Collins Loftus, 1975; Collins & Quill-ion, 1972; Kintsch,

1972; Rumelhart, et al 1972; Rumelhart F, Ortony, Note10),In general, such

models represented semantic memory as a network of interconnected ideas.

Networks contain nodes and connections between nodes; Figures 3 and 4 contain

visual representation of networks., One major set of differences between
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proposed models of semantic memory seem to be primarily in the nature of the

'elements' contained at a node and the, nature of/the connections between nodes.

A second controversial area involves the extent to which concepts are hier-

archically organized and redundancy of information associated with related

nodes is permitted. Since this second controversy is not essential to the

current presentation, it is sidestepped here.

The question of how knowledge is represented in semantic memory (What

is at a node?) is very important for understanding the effects of higher-level

questions. In my estimation, questions influence the nature of the repre-

sentation formed when subjects acquire new information in semantic memory.

Previous models have .presented two general means of representing knowledge

within semanticmemorY. The Most common scheme is to have each noderepre-

sent a concept to which are associated various features (other concepts).

The connections between a given concept and other concepts are of different

types called "labeled directed relations." Examples of systems possessing

this type of organization' are Rumelhart, et al, 1972; Kintsch, 1972; Collins.'

and Quillian, 1972; and Smith, et al.:, 1974.

Within this type of feature system one of the debatable issues is whether

the features are entirely linguistic or whether they can include sensory-

imaginal information. Anderson (1975), Anderson and Ortony (1975) and

Walker-(1975) have argued for the necessity of sensory information being

available to semantic memory. The present model similarly adopts that posi-

tion. To handle sensory information the present model argues (similarly

to Lockhart, et'al, l97) that there can be connectionsi)etween semantic

memory and episodic memory. In the prese'rit model, sensory information is

represented as being stored as episodes in episodic memory. As part of the

process of acquiring new concepts connections are established between
,

episodes and the labels given them. The labels form an entry to semantic

memory. In this way certain kinds of 'sensory information can be available
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or accessed from semantic memory. How and when this information is accessed

or used is discussed below.

The other general mechanism that has been used to represent a concept
F.

in semantic memory is the schema (Anderson, 1976; Rumelhart Ortony, 1976;

Schank, 1975). As used by various authors, a schema represents a"plot" which

contains variables. The plot, represents the conttant features of a particular

concept while the variables represent the changing aspecip. In recognizing

a concept the variables are instantiated. The schema contains information

about the typical values that variables in the sch.ema may take. These typical

values may be used in the schema when the actual values are'unknown. In

computer terminology a schema is a kind of catalogued procedure.

To get an idea of how a schema operates to produce understanding consider

the following story: The man entered the door. ke examined the loaves and

selected one. lie realized he had left his.change, so he returned and got it.

At a surface level the story is disconnected and the sentences are-not

necessarily related to each other. Yet most readers quickly recognize the

story as one about a man buying bread in a grocery story. In-comprehending

the story. it-is likely that reads fill in details like shelves; cash

registers and clerks. In the view of 'Schema theorists, readers have a"buying"

schema which cooxdinatu- the separate information from the sentences of the

st9ry,and also supplies the misking-detlils. The schema supplies a theme

that Makes sense of thefrstimulus story.

The importance of such integrative schemata is demonstrated by

Dooling and- Lachman's (1971) research on ambiguous 'stories Subjects given

the theme recall the stories better. As an interesting demonstration that

subjects do search for integrative schemata, I have used the Dooling and

Lachman stories, which are very ambiguous, ns class demonstrations. Very

40
often at least one or two students (out of 150 to 200) generate the appro-

priate- theme on their own.
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It is this sense of schema that Bartlett (1932) and other classIcal

schemata theorists were describing. This conception of schema also is

congi3Aent with Neisser's notion !of reconstructing dinosaurs (Neisser, 1967,

13: 285). The example also illustrates what current theorists mean by

schemata (Anderson, 1977; Rumelhart and Ortony, .077; Bobrow and Norman,

1975).

A major difference between the associated feature and schema approaChes

has been the extent to which the concept possesses particular defining fea-
r?

tures. Under the feature view, the concept is believed to have a set of

l'.Iratures associated w*th it that are true of every instance and are used k

to determine if a particular instance is an instance of the category.l,---.)
These features can be called defining features (Smith, et al, 1974)- eh

.Contrasting schema position is that concepts do not have defining features,

rather instances of concepts possess a family relationship. Anderson

describes this family relationship by saying that concepts possess only

characteristics features, not defining ones (Anderson, et al. 1976, p. 668).

This latter conception of how a concept is represented in semantic memory

bears certain similarities to the concept of a fuzzy set (Zadeh, et al,

1975).

In the present author's estimation, there is no realc.onflict'between

these positions. I argue below-that the nature of the representation'of, a

concept in memory_iS determined by the kinds of tasks that the subject is

called upon to perform with that concept,, , Certain kinds afasks lead to

the development of either relational features to other concepts or to the

development of catalogued procedures. A particular concept, princple,
. ,

idea may have multiple representations depending upon'the subjects past

experiences with this concept. The present model adopts the general net-
.

work representation adopted by most authors.' This type of representation
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is almost necessitated by the obvious facts of the interconnectedness of

ideas. Each node in the network represepkra concept, principle; or skill

or other idea. Each node-in the network'Callcbe connected through labeled

associations to other nodes, to instances of the node in episodic memory,

or to catalogued procedures that represent particular' processing operations

that may be carried outon the ,Information,related to the node. In

addition the system is assumed to possess some general reasoning capabilities

that can be applied to information w a node. Whether a partitu-

lar node contains any given kind of connection will be determined by the

kinds of tasks the learner has performed in the development of that node.

Thus semantic memory is a kind of historical record of processing the sys-

. . n
tem has carried out. If the learner has been asked .to relate a concept to

4other concepts Or tO:Produce verbalizations d'f-:defining'characteristi 'den

'the representation in semantic memory will contain those type of features

If the learner has been astced to recognite unfamiliar instances of concepts,

then he will have a schema (catalogued procedure)Ifor doing so associated

4
with the concept node. If the learner is called upon'to perform a task with

a particular node and the necessary information is not aVdilable'in semantic

memory, then the sys'tem will apply its-general raso ing powers to the

episodes associated with the concept and'Will attempit to carry out the task:,

fr

Basically this model argues hat the,contents of.spnantic memory fOr

particular' node contain the results; of the various kinds of'proce,4! sing opera-

tions that have been conducted with that node. These contents of semantic

,memory partially determine the kinds of tasks the subject can do with the

nodo;'but the subject is also able to fall back on general reasoning powers
, . t

to attempt new tasks.

To make this more explicit, let us trace through the development of a

particular node in a semantic memory'. Lets choose the principle of

intermittent reinforcement as the to -he- learned information. Prior to
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acquiring this principle4.the,learner has information about prerequisite

concepts stored in memory. He knows what reinforcement is, what intermittent

means, %hacextinction.is etc. What he haS to acquire is (1) the verbaliza-

lk --
tion the intermittent reinforcement leads to resistance to extinction, and

(2) the ability, to apOly thisprinciple to predict or explain 'particular

situations. In teaching the concept, the instruction presents a verbal
.4.

definition of'the ,concept, and some examples of the concept. These events

Are stored as episodes in episodic memory. A node is also initialized in

semantic memory, but all the node contains at this point are pointers to the.

'r episodes. The node can be accessed by the, name "principle of intermittent

reinforcement" and also from(the examples. Figure 6 illustrates this state

of affairs. (This discussion assumes the learner is successful in acquirT.
G.

. ,

ing all presented infOrmation, of course he may fail.) The model holds that

storage of epiosdes tied to a retrieval cue is the necessary precursor to

the development of a node in semantic memory. However the'episodes may be

linguistic (presentation of a rule), descriptive (Verbal description of an

example), or imaginal7sensOry (presentation of actual experience). For most

real life concepts the initial episodes, are probably some combination of

these'.

Now let us assume that the instruction asks the student acquiring the

principle of intermittent reinforcement a question'about the defihition.of

the principle. The student must state the rul. To accomplish this, the

..student accesses the appropriate node through the name, he then attempts to

locate an episode that contains the verbalized rule, and then attempts to

repeat it. ,Note that the episode does riot contain an exact copy of the rule,

rather it contains what the student has encoded when first given .the rule.

Assuming the student locates an appropriate episode, he operates upon the

content of the episode to produce a verbalization. The operation upon

some Contents of episodic memory initializes a change in semantic memory
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a representation of the verbalization is entered into semantic memory. If

the'subject were unable to retrieve an episode in episbdic memory that

contained' ''yerbalization of the concept, but was able to retrieve one or

_more episodes containing-presented example's of the concept, then the learner

Might apply reasoning to the, examples in- order to construct a verbalization.

In this case, a represerktation of the verbalization based on analysis of the

exampleS would be stored :in semantic memory. In this latter case, however,

the learner would have had to try to isolate some set of common features

across the examples in order-to-develop ageneralization. This analysis

might also lead to the storage in'semanticmemory of a procedure for testing

new instances to determine if _they are examples or not. .This latter process

is a .form of what is called diScovery learning 'Figure 7 illustrates the 11..

situation after the learner has produced ayerbalization.

The development of,a procedure for testing new examples can also be

facilitated .asking the learner to recognize new examples, as in the Watts

and'Andersbn (1971) study. Presented with an application gilestion the learner

Must retrieve examples, isolate common features, develop a system for testing

new examples, and apply it. to the presented new examples. This process also

leads to the storage in semantic memory of a procedure fOr testing'new exAm-

ples, and if successful would increase the learner's ability to recognize

other new examples'. Figure 8 illustrates this state of affairs. It can be

doted that in this case the learner has acquired an ability to acquire the

principle through expositOry learning.

The-procedure for testing instances that.the subject develops will be

1'

as simple. or as complex as' necessary to integrate the presented examples and

non-examOles. If a simple rule will relate the examples the learner has

stored in his episodic memory, then a. simple rule will be stored.in semantic

memory. IA' the given examples are disparate, and bear at bestwhatoAnderson

et al 119761 call a family relationship
L's

tA t Stgen the catalogued tin
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procedure will reflect this complexity. This notion. that it is procedures

for doing an act that are stored in semantic memory i not new. Neisser -(1967):

has argued for such a position. Moreover the position has some important

relationships to 0s41:1.:(19-57): :notion of meaning.arm if we take'nlil to be

the process that produce a responSe instead of a copy of a response': *haliy

of course the idea relate back to Bartlett's (1932) and "James' (1892) ideas

about memory.

If learner is asked to engage in other types of tasks while learning

a c9npept,,principle, skill or other inforMation the kinds of features laid'

down in semantic memory-will reflect what the student has done with the

information. '2:If the student is asked'to relate the information to more

inclusive, information (i.e., as with advanced organizers) then subsumatory

connections will be formed. If the learner' is required to evaluate certain

kinds of information-, then evaluative features (or schemata) will be rotMed.

The model that is being proposed can now he summarized. (1) The learner

is conceptualized as a complex informationprocessing system. (2) The infor-
/

illation processing system contains two type$. of long term memory, episodic

and semantic. Episodic memory contains representations of the events encoun-

tered by the system while semantic memory contains its generalized knowledge.

There are intimfAe relations between. semantic and episodic memory. (3) Most

educational tasks require that changes be made in thp learner's semantic'

memory. (4) Semantic memory is best represente$ by a network model. The
.

network contains nodes, labeled directed connections between iodes, and

catalo.gned procedures. (5) A- new node. (and capability) is developed in

semantic memory through a two step process in which: a) relevant episodes.

are laid down in episodic memory and associated with a node. label, and

b) the learner attempts to perform some task invorving'the node and the

lir

.

]results of the processing performed in the task are connected to the node.

in semantli- memory. (6 Because the, results ot operations performed 'on a
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node are stored in semantic
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memory, semantic met&Oriin a continual

of evolution as the learner uses 116;ilein new ititatons or contexts.

state

IfSeems to me that a.model along the lines suggested here serves to

organize and lend insight into a number of disparate areas withinqearhing

and

the

the

instructional psycbologY- First, the,model does aood'job of handling /

.

,

effects of qUeStions. The model easily incorporates DAM by arguing that

effects of broader questions during instruction lead to an enriched trace'
,

in episodic memory. When the final retention task involves simple recall of.

the presented information, this'enriched trace provides' formorereCall.

Such an enriched episodic trace Wbuld, of4Course, .. occur only if the subject

17iMited proceSsin td thatThiaterial needed to handle the current task.

The model can also handle the'effeets of higher level questibiit when

higher level outcome measures are employed: Such questions serve to develop

the semantic memory representation along certain lines., In addition the
- ,

-model is not embarrassed by failUreS of higher level questions to produce

higher level outcomes._ The modelargues for a large number of stages that

must be 'completed it' an adequate semantic memory representation of the

concept is to be formed. A failure of processing -canoCcur at any of these

stages. Beyond siMplYnAlowing for failure, the .model allows prediction of

the.kinds of faclure that an occur. While these are numerous, they are

also assessable providing a means for testing predictions from the model..

ISince the model argues that "the semantic memos trace is epenqent on
. ,

the nature of the instructional task, tt can handle effects like those

discussed by Mayer. (1-:97S., 1976) in which ,different instructional treatment-,

that. emphaize. different' kinds of-tasks were able, to lead to differential

superiority on near and far transfer. The- model alSo'handies the kinds of

mc,aningfu,lness beffectw described by Ry(.

1974;Vt)rkcus Royer, 197( Note S )..

A

and his atociatett (Royer Cr Cable,

aiLitigfulness from the viewpoint,

of e model re 16 rs the learnei's prat wledge about the information
e,1?

7,1
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being presented.'What Royer's work has shown is when the learner has

little.prior knowledge about a subject matter (Royer's complex abstract

'passages) and ,the term's used in the passage access relatively empty nodes

in,semantic memory, presenting prior information about these nodes enhances

learning. According to the model, this should happen sinbithe encoding

I\

of the i pnformation resented in episodic memory will e strongly influenced.

by how well the,subject can encode or interpret the presented language.

The Jnodelmould handle other kinds of meaningfulness effects (Johnson, 1975)

similarly.

Another variable which should influence encoding ofepisedes is imagery.

Imagery has,been shown to enhance retention of presented information (PaiVio,

1969,,1971, 1974; Anderson Hidde, 1971). However the effects of imagery

have typically been weaker when prose materials have been used. Moreover no

study known to the author has even examined the effects of imagery when more

than reproductive recall has been required. Under the model being outlined

here, imagery would have its effect by influencing the ease with which epi-

sodes can be remembered. Episodes which are more vivid are remembered better.

Thus, -the model predicts that the effect of imagery on productive learning

(learning. that goes beyond the information given) and retention will be in-

direct. Imagery effects episodic memory, but not semantic..

The model has some interesting things to say about diseoveu and exposi-

tory teaching.which were alluded to above. It says that by appropriately

choo ng tasks both expository and discovery methods can lead to the same..

instructional outcomes. The methods differ in the timing of certain kinds

of processing, but both methods can Produce the(kinds of procegsing that

lead to identical representations in semantic memory. More specifically,

in order to learn a concept by discovery or by exposition, the learner must

still process examples so as to construct a schema that allows him to test
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new possible instances. Cdmparisions between specific discovery and

expositobi procedure§ in terms of outcomes are not relevant to any general

comparison of the methods, Since an outcome difference merely means that

the particular procedure used did not lead subjects to do the necessary pro-

cessing (that finding would have practical meaning however). A test of

the methods, in general, would first have to show that the compared procedure

produced identical cognitive outcomes, and then would compare the efficiency

of the methods.

I think the model is quite congruent with laboratory research on

concept identification-construction. Current conceptions of that research

emphasize the roles of hypothesis testing and changing during learning

(Kintsch, 1971; Levine, 1966). In terms of the present model the hypothesis

can be considered the output of the inferential-reasoning process applied

to presented examples. This hypothesis is modified as the system receives

more information in a feedback episode, more examples, and has to make a

response again.

The model 'also relates to the literature on feedback and an Information

processing analysis of feedback effects in meaningful learning (Kulhavy,

1976, Note 3 ; Phye, 1977, Note 6). The model suggests that the feedback

episode will have an effect only the subject attempts to use it in sub-

sequent responding to the problem. Very often this -is true, certainly in

most concept\identification studies it is true. However in many-educational

situations and in much of the DRE research the learner is:certainly not

instructionally led to re-respond after the feedback episode. The current

model suggests that the effect of feedback will be greater if the learner

Were.

The connections between episodic and semantic memories in the model

give the system access to sensory features and make analysis on the basis

of sensor) features possible. Anderson (1975), Anderson and Ortony (1975)
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and Walker (1975) have provided evidence of the necessity for such

capabilities in the system. .However the model makes some predictiOns that

those authors did not consider. Walker (1975) for example asked subjects

to assess whether or not particular objects were in fact reasonable category

members, Thirty pound turkeys were one of the examples used, which were on

the borderline. of reasonableness. Subjects took longer to'make judgments

about 'items near the borderlines than items distant.from them. Anderson

(1975) has argued that this result suppolis an exemplar conception of judg-

,ments. This is compatible with the present model. However, the present

model goes on to predict that subjects might not use an exemplar. basis

to perform the task a second time. The first task might have.effected

changes in semantic memory such that they encoded that 30 pound turkeys

were unreasonable (or reasonable).

The model that has been presented is certainly not a completed theory.

Rather it is better conceptualized as a set of generalizations that need to

lye formalized'and made specifically operational. In addition the relationship

betw"een the Cftrent model and other current conceptions need to be explored

more fUtly (e.g., Anderson, C1 Pask, 1975; Scandura, 1977; Wittrock, 1974).

The principle value of these assumptions is to serve as a set of guidelines

for research on prose learning. The model leads to some general expectations

about the kinds Of effects that instructional manipulations can have. These

expectatiorcan be formalized and tested in particular cases. In a sense,

the'modal I have presented is similar to a schema as discussed by Anderson,

'et al (1976), Rumelhart and,Qrtony (1976), and Schank (1975). It is really

a kind of abstract plot which can be particularized in specific situations.

As such it can.serve as a guide to future research, ,but that future research

should'also serve to fleSh out and make more specific e more vague areas

of the model.
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